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READER'S QUESTIONS
Q:
hand,
bits,
about
about

I have recently seen some very strange advertising. On the one
we see CD's and some CD players talking about more and more
which seems good, but we also see some CD players bragging
having one-bit D/A converters. Does it make any sense to brag
using a one-bit D/A converter?

A:
Of course you have already recognized that there is an element
of marketing and advertising in front of whatever you are looking at.
Behind that there may or may not be some interesting engineering.
Possibly the average buyer of a CD or CD player does not even know
what a "bit" is, but does recognizes it as a relevant "buzz word". If
the advertising department makes the assumption that the buyer is
basically ignorant, then it is only necessary to use the appropriate
"buzz word" and assume that the buyer will assume that it is good to
have a lot of these (or only a few) according to what the seller is
brag g ing about.
What you are seeing, in both the CD case and the CD player case
is largely related to what we generally call oversampling. As we
have noted before, oversampling is not the usual "double edged sword"
(the "engineering trade-off") that we often see. To the comment
"there is no free lunch" we might well expect a DSP engineer to
retort: "Well, there is oversampling." The fact that oversampling
makes virtually everything better should probably come as no
surprise, since effectively we ar-e -talking about taking samples
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closer and closer together, and this should automatically correspond
better to the relevant analog signal. At the same time, it can lead
to some confusion because different people, under different
circumstances, and at different points in time (in the history of
digital audio) have suggested different reasons for doing
oversampling: easier cheaper filters, less phase distortion, less
noise, etc., and all of these and more are largely valid.
One of these, perhaps (probably?) the most important, is the
question of noise.
Oversampling automatically reduces quantization
noise by distributing quantization noise over wider bandwidths,
making some of it inaudible. And, by pulling tricks ("noise
shaping") things can get even better as even more noise is made
inaudible.
As the noise performance gets better and better, we
effectively have more bits than the 16 original ones. We also
eventually get more bits than we need for virtually inaudible
quantization noise. This means that we can cut back on the number of
bits on the D/A converter.
This is good for a couple of reasons, first of all because
converters with fewer bits are cheaper and generally less problematic
overall. Recall that most standard D/A converters are considered to
have error corresponding to half the least significant bit. In
particular, the linearity improves with fewer bits. Taken to the
extreme, coming all the way down from 16 bits to just 1 bit, the
1inearity is virtually perfect.
In effect, this is a trade off between time and amplitude.
Dividing amplitude into finer and finer segments (by a factor of two
for each added bit), we soon get to voltage increments that are as
small as the unavoidable analog noise that is present. That is, we
rapidly reach the limits into which we can divide voltages. However,
the nature of electronic devices seems to be such that we can divide
time into finer and finer intervals. To understand this, consider
that we are talking about audio frequencies, and we know that
electronic devices function very well at much higher radio
frequencies. Once we have divided time into very fine intervals
(oversampled, that is) we need to recognize that the ear which is now
much slower, relatively speaking, will tend to average. Let's look
at an example.
Suppose we have three voltage levels: 0, 2, and 4. We would
like to represent 3. If we present the voltage levels 2 and 4 at
successive time increment to a device that time averages, we get 3 in
effect.
Now suppose we no longer have the level 2 available, but
only 0 and 4. We would now consider providing three time instances
of the level 4 and one of the level 0 to the same averaging device,
again averaging 3.
This is essentially how finer time can be traded
off to represent additional amplitude levels.
There will likely always be problems understanding advertising,
but audio engineers have been, over the years, remarkable frank in
putting hype in its proper place. Marketing types do not need to be
totally objective, and engineers can be misled for a while, but in
the end, the ear does not lie, ever.
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FREQUENCV
DISTORTION
IN DIGITAL SINEWfiUE OSCILLftfORS
-by Bernie Hutchins
0.

INTRODUCTION

We have spent considerable time on the design of digital
sinewave oscillators [1-5,7]. These devices are extremely useful,
and quite easy to program on DSP chips . Despite having achieved a
reasonable level of understanding as to how these oscillators work,
and how they are implemented in practice, it is less obvious why they
work, and a number of performance surprises can be pointed out.
What we are talking about is superficially similar to the
sampling of a sinewave, but it is different in that, with the
oscillator, a digital network actually generates the samples
corresponding to the sine wave. There is no continuous -time sine
wave to be sampled, nor is there a simple formula [ such as sin{n0) ]
that is evaluated, nor is there even a "look-up table" of sine wave
values that is seguenced. Instead, there is a network which has a
natural response that corresponds to a sinusoidal form.
We are also familiar with certain quantisation effects relating
to sampled sine waves. Ordinary sampling is of course a quantisation
in time . When we sample a sine wave, we replicate its spectrum. In
a practical case, these replicas are rolled-off by the fact that the
samples are not Just zero -width points , but are held constant across
the sampling interval (a piecewise-constant waveform, sometimes
referred to as sample-and-hold) . This stepped approximation yields a
fairly well understood contribution to harmonic distortion [2,10]:

(1)
where NQ is the number of steps in one cycle of the piecewiseconstant stepped approximation .
In the above calculation, only the quantization due to the
sampling in time is considered. There is additional harmonic
distortion that relates to the quantization of the signal into N
quantization levels [ 11] :

as our present investigation is concerned. Tnese issues are
important, however, as they relate to signals reconstructed with
ordinary D/A converters,
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1.

QUANTIZATION AND THE DIGITAL OSCILLATOR

As mentioned in the introduction, quantization comes in in many
places in the digital oscillator. There is first quantization in time
(sampling), and this in itself contributes to distortion [2,10].
Secondly, when the digital samples are output, they are themselves
quantized, and this contributes to additional distortion [111.
Thirdly, when the coefficients of the digital oscillator network are
quantized, we find that the available frequencies are also quantized
[6,7]. That is, because of coefficient quantization, not all
frequencies are available (see more later relating to Fig. 8).
Yet once we calculate a particular frequency, based on a
particular instance of coefficient quantization, we may be surprised
to find that what we get is yet another frequency.
What we are
talking about here is a side-effects of quantization of amplitudes
that may result in an overriding re-quantization of frequency. Thus
we might desire a frequency ft. However, we find that we can not get
fi exactly due to coefficient quantization, and we therefore expect a
frequency fs instead. Then, when we implement the oscillator, with a
particular initial state, we get yet another frequency fa. The
calculation of fs based on fi and quantized coefficients is straightforward. The calculation of fa from f« is not straightforward, and
we have not done this, although we can find it through simulations.
Figures la, Ib, Ic, and 2 will serve to introduce the central
ideas. The example given is extreme, in order to better show the
particular effects of quantization that we need to look at. Figures
la, Ib, and Ic are evidently presented in order of increasing detail.
Our initial goal in this example is to obtain the samples of a
sine wave such that the first sample is 0, the second sample is 1,
and consecutive samples are 40° apart. The first cycle of this is
easily found to correspond to the length nine sequence shown in Fig.
la. It is the sequence:
x(n) = 1.5557 sin(2u-0.lllll(n-l))

(3)

for n = 1 to 9. For this graph, assume that we have an infinite
precision available, so no quantization is involved.
In Fig. Ib, we invoke quantization by rounding the results of
Fig. la to the nearest integers. The original samples are shown as
open circles, while the final quantized values are the solid dots.
Note that all samples end up as 0, ±1, or ±2. There are still nine
samples for each cycle of the sinewave sequence. Here, the
fundamental frequency is unchanged from Fig. la. The difference is
that the sequence of Fig. Ib would have harmonic distortion, while
Fig. la has none (easily verified by taking the FFT's of the two
sequences). This is a quantization result that we have studied
before [9,10].
For Fig. Ic, we discard the underlying "rule" [equation (3)]
that determined the sequence. Instead, each successive term of the
sequence will be determined from the current sample and the previous
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sample. That is, we are going to use an oscillator network, and Fig.
2 shows the most familiar of these - the direct-form oscillator.
This structure is well studied
[2,3] and we know that we should choose
the Rl coefficient to be 2cos(6) where Q
is the separation angle, 40" in this case.
Thus Al is 1.5321 for our example.
Further, we have initialized the network
so that we- (the previous output sample) is
0 while the current sample, wi, is set to
1. We are interested in subsequent
samples in the sequence.
Here everything depends on our
choice of arithmetic. It is easy
.to show that if we have infinite
precision, that the sequence produced
Fjjg._.2 Sinewave Oscillator
is exactly that of Fig. la. That is,
the network is as good as equation
(3) itself.
If on the other hand, we quantize by rounding to the
nearest integer, then something quite different, as shown in Fig. Ic,
happens.
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In Fig. Ib, the quantization applies to each sample of the
sequence individually, and once the quantization is done on any one
sample, it has no effect on the quantization value of any other
sample. That is, the quantization of each sample is totally
independent. With the oscillator of Fig. Ic, on the other hand, the
already quantized values of the present and one past sample are used
for calculating the next sample, which is itself subsequently
quantized. Thus, instead of being involved with a sequence
determined in total, each step of the sequence is the result of an
individual "jump", and this can have some unusual effects.
In Fig. 2, we assume that rounding follows the summation, so the
system obeys the difference equation:
wo(n) = ROUND { Wi(n)Al - w«(n) 1

U)

which can be written in terms of the output variable Wi as:
wi(n+l) • ROUND { w»(n)Al - wi(n-l) }

(5)

Since we start with Wi(l)=l and We(l)=wi(0)=0, we have:
w»(3) = ROUND { Wi(2)Al - w±(l) }
= ROUND { 1-1.5321 - 0 } = 2

(6)

Similarly:
Wi(4) = ROUND { Wi(3)Al - Wi(2) }
= ROUND { 2-1.5321 - 1 } = 2

(7)

and so on.

The generation of the overall sequence in this step-by-step
manner proceeds in a similar manner. On Fig. Ic we show each of
these steps in terms of a smooth curve, starting at one solid dot
(quantized) sample, passing through the next solid dot sample, and
moving on to an unquantized updated sample shown as an open circle.
The open circle positions are then quantized, giving the solid dots
directly above or below the open circles. We have placed two arrows
on each of the curves, in the middle of the first segment of the
jump, and at the end of the second segment of the jump, the arrowhead
touching the corresponding open circle.
In Fig. Ic, we have also dotted in the original sinewave of Fig.
la, and we note that the result is not the same as Fig. la, or even
of Fig. Ib. In fact, the sequence is now of length ten instead of
length nine. Not only does this involve harmonic distortion as the
result of quantization, but also the frequency here is low, being
only 90% of what was desired.
The following analogy may be useful. Suppose you are given a
set of instructions for traveling through a city. The instructions
EN#186 (7)

are in terms of driving in a certain direction for a certain number
of miles. Upon completing the first instruction, you find yourself
near the middle of a block, and you are then instructed to move in a
perpendicular direction. Not being able to drive, except on roads,
you instead move to the nearest intersection (quantize your current
position) and then turn and start measuring the next distance. At
the end of the instruction list, you expect to be close to the
desired destination, but recognize that you may be off slightly.
In the oscillator case, we get a sequence that is trying to be
some approximation to a pure sinewave. It is the nature of the
network to compute the next sample of a sinewave sequence on the
basis of the current sample and past sample. Because of the rounding
at the end or each individual Jump, we expect some errors.
It needs to be pointed out that the result here depends on the
initial state. For example, if we change the initial conditions such
that the first state is zero and the second is now 10 (instead of
one) we get now a nine-step sequence, and the correct frequency. The
difference is that the amplitude is larger and the quantization is
effectively less severe since more levels are available.
It seems to be the case with fixed-point arithmetic that the
sequence always links up eventually (an experimental fact). That is,
there is an overall sequence of length N that corresponds to K cycles
of a sine wave, where K is an integer equal to or greater than one.
This is first of all because, with fixed point, we have a finite
number of possible sample values. Further, the network relates
samples in consecutive triples that are associated with portions of a
sinewave-like sequence (not a random one). If we associate a cluster
of neighboring (neighboring in time and amplitude) samples with any
two given samples, the neighborhood of the third is then known. That
is, while we are ultimately looking for matching states to determine
exact repetition, the nature of the sinusoidal signal is in general
causing earlier repeats of quite similar patterns of three samples.
That is, for fairly course quantization, coming close to a repetition
at least every few sinusoidal cycles is expected.
This greatly
reduces the chances of not repeating.
Fig. 3 shows this general and
somewhat simplified view where we
show three example sets of three
consecutive samples for a region
of amplitude associated with a
particular portion of an overall
sinewave "attractor." The amplitude
range associated with the specified
times which intersects this
attractor constitutes our idea of
a neighborhood. In short, you
must go through this region, and
there are a limited number of ways
to get through, so eventually, you
must repeat.
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"ALL

A CHOICE OF STRUCTURES. STUDY TOOLS. AND IMPLEMENTATIONS
2A.

DIRECT FORM

2A-1

Theory

In order to achieve a digital sinewave oscillator, we need to be
able to realize a network that is capable of having a pair of complex
poles on the unit circle at an angle 6, where f = (©/2ti) fs is the
frequency to be generated. Many possible structures are capable, at
least in theory, of achieving these poles.
Fig. 4 shows what is
probably the most popular
digital oscillator structure:
x
the second-order direct-form
structure. This structure has
a delay line with two feedback
paths as shown. It is
convenient to find the position
of the poles by finding a
transfer function of the
network. This is most easily
done by considering the network
to have an input - the dotted
1ine into the summer as shown.
This input is actually required
if we consider the network to be
initialized to zero (wo=0,
Eig. 4
Direct-Form
wi=0, WE=O) in which case, we
Digital Oscillator
need an impulse or other energy
input to start the oscillator running. Alternatively, we can
initialize two of the states, w» and ws for example.
The network clearly can be seen to obey the difference equation:
wo(n) = 2cosl©)wi(n) - wE(n)

(8)

w0(n) = 2cos(0)w0(n-l) - wo(n-2)
We can z-transform this equation and find the roots of the resulting
characteristic equation to find the poles. Alternatively, simply
find the transfer function as indicated.
The transfer function from
the dotted line input to the output is:
H(z) = sinfejz-1 / ( 1 - 2cos(0)z-1 + z-e )

(10)

which has poles (set denominator to zero) on the unit circle at
z,»i(t,e - cos(e) ± j sin(9}

(11)

The transfer function in this case is exactly the z-transform of the
sequence:
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x(n) = sin(n6) u(n)

(12)

where u{n) is the unit step:
u(n) = 0
u(n) = 1

n < 0
n *. 0

(13a)
<13b)

as can be found in standard tables.
We are further considering how quantization occurs here in the
actual generation procedure. Here we will be assuming that the three
states, w0, Wi , and wa are all integers. This means that the result
of the multiply of wt by the coefficient 2cos(0), which is not in
general an integer, must be rounded. As a practical matter, this
rounding could be done immediately following the multiplication, or
after the summation, by rounding w0. This is because here A0 = -l so
that the multiply of AO by the integer in WE> does not contribute to
the non-integer part of the sum at Wo.
It is convenient to be able to specify a sequence by giving two
consecutive terms of the sequence. This permits us to look at how a
particular network generates a sequence by properly initializing the
network states. In the case of this direct form, the two states of
the second-order network (wo and wi, or alternatively, Wi and We) are
the same as two consecutive values of the sequence being generated.
Accordingly, a particular sequence can be initialized by simply
loading two consecutive values of the sequence. (This is not true of
the two alternative structures that follow.}
2 A-2

Assembly Language for Direct Form

By way of dealing with the practical aspects of implementations,
not just with theory, we will look at some simulation programs and at
some actual assembly language programs that run on DSP chips to
produce real-time sinusoidal waveforms. The first two programs,
Program 1 and Program 2, are assembly language programs for the Texas
Instruments TMS320C30 DSP chip.
Both of these are very similar and very simple. Both are
sinewave oscillators which produce 200 Hz sinewaves (with a sampling
rate of 8000 Hz}. The environment surrounding these programs has
been previously outlined [12]. The difference is that the first
{SINEI.ASM) generates a fixed-point sinewave (integers) while the
second (SINEF.ASM) generates a floating-point sinewave. This
distinction is of relatively little consequence for the case of
direct form, but is very important in the case of coupled-form which
we will discuss later. Note that here, in the case of fixed point,
we actually do the multiply by the Al coefficient using a
floating-point multiply. This is simply a matter of convenience for
this study. It is possible (although tedious) to do the multiply
with only fixed point [7].
The fixed-point output displays a small
amount of amplitude variation ("jitter") with time, for reasons that
will become clearer in the examples of Section 3. The "jitter" is
not present in the floating-point case.
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PROGRAM 1
Sine Oscillator Example

200 Hz
Digital Oscillator In Direct Form
SUM

> WO

- Fixed Point

(3000)

I
I
-1
z

I
2cos(theta)
<

Wl

(3001)

I
I
-1

W2

(3002)

B. Hutchins

Spring 1995

.global SYSINIT,PROCESS,STRRT,BACK

LDI
ST1
LDI
STI
BR

0,R1
Rl,@3001
313,Rl
Rl,93000
SYSINIT

LDI
STI
LDI
STI

§3001,E7
R7,93002
93000,R7
R7,93001

Initialize in sine phase.
200 Hz samples are 9 degrees apart
2000 sin(9 degrees) = 313
Amplitude=2000

FLOAT R7
MPYF 1.975.R7
FIX
R7

do multiply by floating point
for convenience. Data on
line remains integers of course

SUB I
STI

93002,R7
R7,93000

lower feedback by -1
put in top of line

LDI
BR

R7.RO
BACK
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PROGRAM 2
Sine Oscillator Example
200 H2
Digital Oscillator In Direct Form

SUM

-> WO

- Floating Point

(3000)

-1

2cos(theta)
Wl

(3001)

I
I
-1

-1
-<--

W2

(3002)
Spring 1995

.global SYSIHIT,PROCESS,START,BACK
LDF
STF
LDI
FLOAT
STF
BR

0,R1
Rl,83001
313,Rl
Rl
Rl, 83000
SYSINIT

LDF
STF
LDF
STF

83001,R7
H7,93002
@3000,R7
R7,83001

MPYF

1.975.R7

SUBF
STF

83002,R7
R7,83000

LDF
FIX
BR

R7.RO
RO
BACK

Initialize in sine phase.
200 Hz samples are 9 degrees apart
2000 sin(9 degrees) « 313
Amplitude=2000
Move
data
down
mult by Al
lower feedback by -1
put in top of line

ENK186 (12)

2A-3

Programs for Sequence-Length Detection

For the case of fixed-point oscillators, we have a special
interest in that rounding (or similar) can cause some unusual
effects. Above we saw that either a fixed-point (integer) sequence
or a floating-point sequence could be used with direct form. Later
we will see that fixed-point is subject to some frequency errors and
harmonic distortion. In fact, one can argue that this same rounding
occurs with floating-point since the mantissa is of course, itself a
fixed point number. Perhaps the point is that it is always a large
fixed point number in the case of floating point. Even when the
signal gets very small, the exponent decreases, but the mantissa is
always large (i.e., represented by a large number of bits). In
consequence, the round-off effects we are concerned with in this
report are severe mainly for fixed-point oscillators of relatively
low amplitude. None the less, although the effects are very small
for higher amplitudes, they may become critical in some critical
applications [7] as will be discussed in more detail later.
We therefore need some programs that are able to compute the
successive steps in the sinusoidal oscillator sequence, and to
determine when the sequence arrives back in its original state. That
is. we want to find the overall length of the sequence, which may
well be many sinusoidal cycles long. (See examples in Section 3.)
Program 3, OSC.M is a M&TLRB [13] program that simulates the
direct from oscillator, and which is capable of calculating the
overall periodic sequence and its length. It also plots the
sequence, a phase-plane portrait, and the spectrum of the sequence.
This program is used for the examples plotted in Section 3.
The program works with the separation angle (theta) given in
degrees, and the first two states, as input variables. The first 5
lines of the actual code are setup, while the following 11 lines (the
for loop) are the actual oscillator and the check for repetition in
the sequence. One line of this loop is commented out.
If this line
is activated while the one above is commented out, we use truncation
arithmetic (floor) instead of rounding (round). Either is
satisfactory for understanding the general things that go on.
Rounding is probably easier to think about in terms of quantization.
However, we sometimes need to use floor to correspond exactly to the
DSP chip's truncation. That is, we can get the exact same sequence
length with the MftTLAB program, and with the EVM (Program 4 below) if
we use floor.
The remainder of the program is for plotting, and is probably
self-explanatory with the help of the comments. The only unusual
thing is the calculation of the "actual frequency" which is
calculated based on the frequency corresponding to the maximum peak
of the FFT of the sequence. The result, fa, is then given relative
to the desired frequency fd, which is simply related to the
separation angle. For example, if fa=1.02, it means that the actual
frequency comes out 2% higher than the desired frequency.
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function [x,n,fa]=osc(theta,wlO,wOO)
% function [x,n,fa]=osc(theta,wlO,wOO)
% theta in degrees
%

%

Digital Oscillator In Direct Form

> wO

SUM

1
1
-1

7.

7,
"/.

1

7.

2cos( theta)

%
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
%
%

1
1
-1

z
-1

7.
•y

S

-

1
1

T.lO

B. Hutchins
fd=theta/360;
theta=theta*pi/180;
wO=wOO;
wl=wlO;
al=2*cos(theta);

Spring 1995
% desired frequency based on cos(theta)

for m-1:10000
w2=wl;
wl=wO;
wO=round(al*wl) -w2;
%
%
wO=floor(al*wl) -w2;
%
x(m)=wO;
if (wl==wlO & wO==wOO)
n=m
break
else end
end

use this line for rounding
use this line for the EVM

x= [x( length(x) -1 ) ,x(length(x) ) ,x( 1: (length(x)-2 ) ) ] ;
figured)
mx=max( abs (x ) ) ;
% set
if mx>10; mx=round( 1. l*mx) ;end
%
the
if mx<~10; mx=mx+l;end
%
axis

implot(x)
axis([0,n+l,-mx, mx] ) ;
pause
wl=[x, x(l)3;
w2=[x(2:length(x)), x(l),x(2H;
figure(2)
Plot(wl,w2)
axis([-mx mx -mx mx]);
hold;
if n<50; plot(wl,w2,'o1); end
hold off;
pause
s=(abs(fft(x)));
figure!3)
lp=round<length(x)/2+2)
lpp=0:lp-1;
implot(Ipp,s(1:Ip))
hold;
k=fd*n;
[y,index]=max(s(1:Ip));
Y=y/2;
plot(k,y,'x1)
hold off;
fa=(((index-1)/n)/fd);

%

plot
the sequence

%
%

calculate
the two phases

%
%

plot the

%
%

if not too cluttered,
overplot circles

phase plane

%

spectrum

%

plot k=0,l, . . (N-D/2+1

%

plot spectrum

%
%

FFT position of fd
spectral peak

%

plot height « 1/2 max

% actual frequency as peak in FFT

Program 4. is a TMS320C30 assembly language program similar to
Program 1, but with the addition of code to detect the length of the
sequence. In practice, the program can be used with either the
TMS320C30 EVM (hardware) or with the corresponding software
simulator. The hardware is many times faster, and is generally
preferred.
In this program, we allow the oscillator to run N
samples (N=24000, or about 3 seconds at an 8 kHz sampling rate, as
printed), after which time the current states W2 and Wl are
"trapped". The oscillation continues and we count the number of
samples produced. When the same state as the trapped state is again
encountered, the program halts. The number of terms in the sequence
is then in register R4 (as HEX).
The initial three seconds was put in first with the idea that it
would allow any possible transients to work their way out. This
seems to not be a valid consideration, but the three seconds is still
quite useful for observing the output, to see that it has about the
right frequency. Further, we have the opportunity to observe any
amplitude jitter present. In fact, we soon associate observable
amplitude jitter with longer sequences. That is, sequences that have
jitter often run for a full second or more beyond the trap point at
three seconds. This makes sense when we look at the examples of
Section 3.
As mentioned, Program 4 can give exactly the same
Program 3 if we use the floor option in Program 3. An
test this is as follows. Running Program 4 exactly as
have Al=l.3222 which corresponds to a separation angle
EM186 (15)

result as
example to
printed, we
of 48.616181°,

Fixed Point Digital Sinewave Oscillator
with Sequence Length Detection
Digital Oscillator In Direct Form
SUM

> WO

(3000)

I
2cos(theta!
<

HI

I
-1
z
I
I
W2

E. Hutchins
.global
WO
Wl
W2

.set
.set
.set

Spring 1995
START, SYSINIT, PROCESS, BACK
3000
3001
3002

delay
line
delay before set start
of sequence to check.
8000 for each second delay
with EVM, much shorter if
using the simulator.

Al
WOO
W10

.set
.set
.set

1.3222
0
10

coefficient Al
initialized WO
initialized Wl
gain to make output in the
range of 1000 to 5000 or so

LDI
STI

WOO.R1
Rl, iWO

initialize
WO

LDI
STI

W10.R1
R1,§W1

initialize
Wl
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LDI

PROCESS

LD1
LDI

N,R7
0,R6
0,R5

set delay before check
set check values
initially to zeros

ER

SYSINIT

comment this line out if
running on the simulator

LDI
STI
LDI
STI

8W1.R1
Rl , 8W2
@WO , Rl
Rl , 8W1

do

FLOAT
MPYF

Rl
A1.R1

FIX

Rl

SUB I

8W2 , Rl
R1,@WO

Wl floated
multiplied by Al
and fixed to integer
-1*W2 added to middle product
put in top of delay line

STI
LDI
MPYI
FLOAT
LDF

Rl.RO
G,RO

Rl
R1.R2

the
moves
first

make this the output
multiply by gain
float point version of output
for convenience w. simulator

*
*

Oscillator done - now check for seeplence repetition

*
TEST1

TEST2

CMP I

8W2 , R6

BEQ
BR

TEST 2
NO

CMP I

8W1.R5
TRAP

BEQ
BR
NO
R7

SETTRAP

TRAP

NO

compare
with trapped
value of W2
compare
with trapped
value of Wl

SUB I

1,R7

no match, subtract one from

BZ

SETTRAP

R7 down to zero, set trap

ADDI
BR

1,R4
BAK

add to sequence length
branch to end of loop

LDI
LDI
LDI
BR
; FLOAT

§W1,R5
9W2.R6

1.R4

BAK
R4

set the trap to
current Wl and W2
set sequence length to 1
branch to end of loop
both values match
float here useful with

simulator

T

BR

T

BAK
*BAK

BR
BR

BACK
PROCESS

don't float with EVM
final stop
end of loop for EVM
end of loop for simulator
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Experimentally we observe a sinewave of about 1100 Hz that lasts for
three seconds, and then stops. When halted, the program leaves the
HEX number A4 in register R4. A4 is 74 in decimal, so the sequence
length is 74. This short sequence length means that after 3 seconds,
the oscillator will only run 74 more samples at an 8 kHz rate, which
is why it seems to stop instantaneously.
Using OSC.M with the floor option, we use the MATLAB command
line [x,n,fa]=osc(48.616181, 0, 10) for which n=74 and fa=l,0007. We
can also observe that the sequence is identical. Later we will be
using OSC.ASM as a reasonable way of computing the lengths of much
longer sequences.

2B

COUPLED-FORM

2B-1 Theory
A second structure is called the
"coupled-form" or sometimes the "normal
form" [14] and this is shown in Fig. 5.
This structure is often
x
praised for the fact that the two outputs
Wi and we are 90*=* out of phase, providing
quadrature outputs. This network obeys
the coupled difference equations:
Wi(n) = cos(©)w»(n-1)
- sin(6)wE.(n-l)
w^(n) - cos(e)wE(n-l)
+ sin(0)wi(n-1)
It is also possible to find the
transfer functions:

Wi(z)
X(z>

Fie. 5

Coupled Form

- 2cos(0)z~*

(15b)
The first of the transfer functions is the z-transform of the
sequence cos(ne)u(n) while the second is again, the z-transform of
sin(n©)u(n). Once again, we have poles at:
:•;,..,,,. = cos(9) ± j sin(e)

EN#186 (18)

(16

The one difference here (discussed in more detail later) between this
coupled-form and the direct-form is that for coupled-form to have
poles exactly on the unit circle, the two coefficients cos(9) and
sin(Q) must be set exactly (which may be hard with finite
arithmetic), while the direct-form has this by virtue of setting
A0=-l, which is generally easy to do.
In the direct-form case, there was only one way (two exactly
equivalent ways) to do the quantization.
In this coupled-form, there
are two different ways. Each summer has two inputs which are
themselves products. Accordingly, we could either sum the products
and then round, or round the products and then sum. In simulations,
it is not difficult to try either method. We have chosen the case of
rounding the products and then summing as the most likely to
correspond to reality.
In the coupled-form case, the initialization is more complicated
than the direct-form. This is because the two states, w± and WE- are
not related by a simple unit delay. Either (or both) could be used
as an output, but setting wi and we is not the same thing as setting
w»(n) and Wi(n-l) for example. Since it is most useful for us to
compare the manner in which competing structures generate (or fail to
generate) a particular sequence, we need to know how to initiate a
particular sequence.
For example, given two consecutive samples of
the sequence, Wi(n-l) and Wi(n), find the appropriate we(n). This is
easily done by solving the difference equations to give:
We(n) = [w,(n~l) -cos(0)w»(n)]/sin(0)

(17)

Thus if two consecutive samples are to be Wi(n-l)=20 and wi(n)=30,
with 0=30'=' for example, we need to set Wjfn) to 30 and wB(n) to
-11.96 which would be rounded to -12 for a practical test.
It is also interesting to try to reduce the difference equations
of the coupled-form oscillator to the difference equation of the
direct form. That this should be possible is suggested by the fact
that the networks have the same poles. This can be developed as
follows:
We(n) - cos(6)we(n-l) - sinte)[cos(0)wi(n-2)-sin(©)We(n-2)

(18)

sin(©)wi(n~2) = wE(n-l)-cos(e)wE(n-2)

(19)

wc(n) = 2cos(e)ws(n-l) - [sina(8) + cosE(6)]w«(n-2)

(20)

Here we have purposely not written tsine(0) + coss(©)] as 1 because
we are considering the coefficients sin(0) and cos(0) to be finite
precision. This is an important difference between a real
coupled-form oscillator and its theoretical equivalent.
2B~2

Assembly Language for Coupled Form

As we did with direct form, we have written and tested two
assembly language programs for coupled form, Program 5, CFOF.ASM,
EN#186 (19)

COUPLED FORM OSCILLATOR

FLOATING POINT

CTHETA
I
1

1
1

-1

' 3000
1
/ \ -STHETA
I
I
-1
3003--<
z
I
I

<

1
1
\/
I
I
W2--SUM
3002 "
I

CTHETA
Spring 1995

B. Hutchins

. global START , SYSINIT, PROCESS , BACK
STHETA
CTHETA
G

.set
.set
.float

0.5150381
0.8571673
1000

poles at

START

LDF
STF
LDF
STF
BE

4,R1
Rl, 83000
8,R1
Rl, 83003
SYSINIT

Initial State

PROCESS

LDF
STF
LDF
STF

83000, Rl
Rl, 83001
83002, Rl
Rl, 93003

Do

LDF

83001, Rl
CTHETA, Rl
83003, R2
STHETA , R2
-1,R2
R2.R1
Rl, 83000
83003, Rl
CTHETA, Rl
83001, R2
STHETR , R2
R2.R1
Rl, 83002

Update wl

MPYF
LDF
MPYF
MPYF
ADDF
STF
LDF
MPYF
LDF
MPYF
ADDF
STF
LDF
MPYF
FIX
BR

83000, RO
8G.RO
RO
BACK

31 degrees

the
Moves
First

Update w2
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for floating-point and Program 6, CFOI.ASM for fixed point. In the
case of direct form, either floating-point or fixed-point could be
used, with a slight advantage to floating-point (less amplitude
jitter).
In the cases of this coupled form however, it seems to be
the case that floating-point never works, while fixed-point can
sustain a useful oscillation if the designer plays a few games.
In our tests, we initially tried to set the poles of CFOF.ASM,
the floating-point version, to an angle of 31° and a radius 1 by
setting STHETA and CTHETA. The poles could then be manipulated in or
out a bit from the nominal value by playing with the 4th decimal
place (or lower) of these settings. In this way, we could achieve
oscillators that slowly died, or slowly blew up, but never one that
was stable. That is, it apparently could not be forced into any
repeating sequence.
COUPLED FORM OSCILLATOR

I

-1

3000

I
/ \ -STHETA
I
I
-1
3003--<
z
I
I

<

FIXED POINT

I
I
\ / +STHETA
I
I
W2--S0M
3002 '
I

CTHETA
*

B. Hutchins

Spring 1995

.global START,SYSINIT,PROCESS,BACK
STHETA
CTHETA

.set
.set

0.51562499
0.8571679

LDI
STI
LDI
STI
BR

400, Rl
R1.S3000
800, Rl
Rl,@3002
SYSINIT

LDI
STI
LDI
STI

153000, Rl
Rl, 83001
83002, Rl
Rl, 83003

Initial State
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LDI
FLOAT
MPYF
LDI
FLOAT
MPYF
MPYF
ADDF
FIX
STI

83001, Rl
Rl
CTHETA, Rl
83003, R2
R2
STHETA , R2
-1,R2
R2.R1
Rl
Rl, 193000

Update wl

LDI
FLOAT
MPYF
LDI
FLOAT
MPYF
ADDF
FIX
STI

§3003, Rl
Rl
CTHETA , Rl
83001, R2
R2
STHETA , R2

Update w2

LDI
MPYI

83000, RO
2,RO

BR

BACK

R2.R1
Rl
Rl, 83002

Program 6 for fixed-point coupled form was somewhat more
interesting. Again we were attempting to achieve an oscillator
corresponding to a pole angle of about 31°, With the numbers for
STHETA and CTHETA. and the initial state of 400 and 800, as printed,
the oscillator nearly worked. What is seen is a small downward Jump
in amplitude at the very start of the run, after which the
oscillation is stable. More insight into what is going on is then
found by changing STHETA to 0.51502499 (essentially an arbitrary
second test). In this case, the amplitude jumps downward to about
10% of the original at the very start of the run. As a third test,
we leave STHETA at the new value, but change the initial states to 40
and 80 instead of 400 and 800. (At the same time, we use MPYI 20,RO
below to compensate). In this case, the run quickly stabilizes
without the amplitude jump.
It seems that what is happening is that, as with floating point,
the amplitude tends to drift due to our inability to set the poles at
exactly a radius of 1. However, as it drifts, it can fal1 into a
stable sequence (an attracting sequence). The stable sequence
results from a set of values where tendencies to blow up or to decay
are overcome, overall, by small roundoff errors (truncations with the
DSP chip) that compensate. Essentially, for a given set of
coefficients and initial conditions, these sequences exist as traps
for the network to fall into. It is because the poles are not
exactly on the unit circle that the network "searches" (up or down in
amplitude) for one of these traps. In some cases, the attractor is a
sequence of zeros, while in others, it is associated with a constant
state of overflow. The stable sinewave-like sequences are of course
of the most interest.
EN#186 (22)

Despite the fact that the coupled form network is quite
unpredictable, it is not unduly difficult to get a satisfactory
oscillator. What we need to do is basically let it fall into a
trapped sequence, verify that the frequency is still close enough to
the desired value, and then make an adjustment of amplitude
(adjusting an overall output gain, not of course the initial state
which becomes somewhat irrelevant since the network moves from the
initial state to the stable sequence). This would permit us to
exploit the desirable quadrature properties of the coupled-form
network without too much difficulty.
2C-3

MATLAB Program for Coupled Form

We have also written a MATLAB program for coupled form. This
Program 7 , CFO . M, is quite similar to OSC . M. The general result of
using the program in its original form is negative. This means that
if we start the network in a particular state , it in general never
returns to this state. This is not to say that the sequence does not
become periodic , Rather , it is an issue of transient behavior . The
network needs to run a while to become trapped in a stable sequence,
and this sequence in not simply related to the desired initial state.
As stated above, this puts an empirical step in any design procedure.
One simple way to modify the program would be to change the
maximum number of trial iterations down from 10000 to something like
200. Then when the program errors out, you look at the sequence that
is displayed, choose two consecutive samples from the periodic
region, and use these as an initial state.
function [x,n, f a] = cfo (theta, wlnml ,wln)
% function, [x,n, f a] =cfo( theta, wlnml, win)
% theta in degrees
%
% Coupled form of Digital Sinewave Oscillator
%
%
%
cos (theta)

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

I
I

-1

I
I

|
|
/ \ -sin(theta)
\ / sin(theta)
I
I
i
-1
I
!--< --- z --- <---w2 — SUM
[
I
I
---------> ----------cos (theta)
B. Hutchins

Spring 1995
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fd=theta/360;
theta=theta*pi/180;
a=cos (t-heta) ;
b=sin(theta);
wl=wln;
w2=round((wlnml - a*wln)/b};
w!0«wlj
w20=w2;

{ equ (17) of text }

for m-1:10000
w2zml=w2;
wlzml=wl;
% for rounding
wl=round(a*wlzml)-round(b*w2 zml)
% for rounding
w2=round(a*w2zml)+round(b*wlzml)
%
wl=floor(a*wlzml)-floor(b*w2zml)
% for truncation
% for truncation
%
w2=floor(a*w2zml)+floor(b*wlzml)
x(m)=wl;
if (wl==wlO & w2==w20)
n=m
break
else end
end
x=[x(length(x)-l),x(length(x)),x(l:(length(x)-2))];
figured)
mx=max(abs(x));
if mx>10; mx=round(1.l*mx);end
if mx<=10; mx=mx+l;end
imp1ot(x)
axis{[0,n+l,-mx, mx]);
pause
wl=[x, x(l)l;
w2=[x(2:length(x)), x(l),x(2)3;
figure(2)
plot(wl,w2)
axis([-mx mx -mx mx]);
hold;
if n<50; plot(wl,w2,'o'); end
hold off;
pause
s=(abs(fft(x)));
figure(3)
lp=round(length(x)/2+2);
lpp=0:lp-1;
implot(Ipp,s(1:lp))
hold;
k=fd*n;
[y,index3=max(s(1:lp));
y=y/2;
plot(k,y,'x1)
hold off;
fa=(((index-l)/n)/fd)
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Fig. 6 shows two examples of coupled-form oscillator simulation.
Fig. 6a corresponds to a request for a 60° separation angle with a
starting state of 0 and 6. This we obtained with the MATLAB command
[x,n,fa]=cfot(60,0,8) where cfot.m is a version of cfo.m modified as
suggested above, and using the floor option for truncation. We see
an initial transient, and an eventual periodic sequence of length 25
(four sinewave cycles in 25 samples) instead of the expected length
24 (four sinewave cycles with samples separated by 60").
Accordingly, the frequency is low by 0.96. The actual sequence can
be obtained by taking two consecutive samples of Fig. 6a in the
periodic region. For example, [x,n,fa]=cfot(60,0,-7) will work.

0
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40
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40

60

80

100
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120

Fig. 6b is the case of Ex,n,fa]=cfot(30,0,8). Here the initial
energy simply decays to zero, and we do not get a steady state
periodic oscillation.

2C
2C-1

STATE VARIABLE FORM
Theory

The third structure to
investigate is the state-variable
form, which we have recently found
by looking back at Hal Chamber 1 in 's
book {JTj_§j.cal APE! ications of
Microprocessors [81. One can often
waste a lot of time by not looking
back to see what Hal had to say
about something. In fact, he
clearly had figured out, and
experimentally verified, some
essential ideas about oscillators.
Fie. 7 State-Variable Form
The network. Fig. 7, essentially a pair of digital integrators
in series with a feedback path, is defined by a pair of coupled
difference equations , which are in this case :
ws(n> = w«(n-l)-t-wi(n-l)

(21)

wi(n) » [2cos{6}-2]wB(n) +w*(n~l)

(22)

The transfer function between the dotted line "input" x and WE? is
H(z) = We(2)/X(z) =
= z-1 / [ 1 - 2cos(e)z-J +

]

(23)

which has the familiar poles:
= cos(e) ± J sin(6)

(24)

This oscillator, like the direct- form, has only one quantization
possibility. We can round following the multiply by 2cos(©)-2
(giving Wo), or we can sum this product and then round at Wi, all to
the same effect since Wi and ws are integers.
Like the coupled form, the two states, wj. and we are not related
by a simple unit delay, and are thus not consecutive states of the
sequence appearing at either w» or wa, either of which could be the
output. Accordingly, to initialize the network to compute a
particular sequence, we need to compute the second state. For
example, given w^(n-l) and wa(n), two consecutive samples of the
sequence at the output WE , find Wi(n). This is simply done as:
EN#186 (26)

Wi(n) = 2cosO)We(n) - 2w=(n) + we(n) - we(n-l)
= w«(nH2cos(e)-l] - wE(n-l)

(25)

As we did above for the coupled form, we can reduce the
difference equations of the state-variable form to the single
difference equation of the direct-form as follows:
wi(n-l) = wE(n) - we(n-l)

(26)

so of course:
Wl(n-2)

= We(n-l) - w=(n-2)

(27)

and

we(n) = wE(n-l> + Wx(n-l)
= wE(n-l) + [2cos(e)-2]wB(n-l)+wi(n-2>
= Wetn-l) + 2cos(0)ws(n-l) - 2wE(n-l)
+ wH(n-l) - wa(n-2)
= 2cos(6)we(n-l) - we(n-2)

(28)

2C-2 flssemblv Language for State-Variable
As in the case of direct form and coupled form, we have written
and tested two programs for state-variable form. The results of
using state variable form are essentially identical to those of
direct form in every way. Program 8, HALF.ASM is the floating-point
version while Program 9, HALI.ASM is the fixed-point version. Both
programs result in oscillators of approximately 455 Hz, with the
floating-point version HALF.ASM having no amplitude jitter while the
fixed-point version, HALI.ASM has noticeable jitter. We note that
this is very close to the predicted frequency:
2 cos(6) - 2 = -0.123

(29)

cos(0) = 0.9385

(30)

9 = 22.2°

(31)

f = <e/360)'fs = (22.2/3601-8000 Hz = <t49 Hz

(32)
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HALF.ASM
State-Variable form of Digital Sinewave Oscillator
After Hal Chamberlin, Musical Applications of
Microprocessors, Hayden (1985) pg. 529
2cos(theta)-2
>SUM

(win)
I

SUM

(w2n)-I
I

I

1

wlnml

1

1

B. Hutchins
. global START, SYSINIT, PROCESS , BACK

C

LDI

1000, RO

FLOAT RO
STF
RO,83000

LDI

500, RO

FLOAT RO
STF
R0,@3002
BR
SYSINIT
PROCESS LDF

STF
LDF
STF

83000,RO
RO,93001
§3002,RO
RO,93003

LDF
ADDF
STF

83001,RO
93003,RO
RO,93002

MPYF

-0.123.RO

ADDF
STF

93001,RO
RO,93000

LDF

§3002,RO

FIX

RO

BR

BACK

w2nml
Spring 1995
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HAL I. ASM
State-Variable form of Digital Sinewave Oscillator
After Hal Chamberlin, Musical Applications of
Microprocessors, Hayden (1985) pg. 529

--->SUM

(win)
I

SUM

<
1

-I1

wlnml

(w2n)-I

1

Spring 1995

B. Hutchins
.global START,SYSINIT,PROCESS,BACK
LDI
STI
LDI
STI
BR

1000,RO
RO,83000
500,RO
RO,93002
SYSINIT

PROCESS LDI
STI
LDI
STI

83000,RO
RO,83001
93002,RO
RO,83003

LDI
ADDI
STI

93001,RO
93003,RO
RO,83002

MPYF
FIX

-0.123.RO
RO

ADDI
STI

83001,RO
RO,93000

LDI

83002,RO

BP

BACK

I
w2nml
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2C-3

HATLAB Program for State-Variable

This MATLAB program, Program 10, HAL.M, is very similar to
OSC.M. Moreover, for the case of state-variable form as used here,
the results, for the same angle and starting state, are always the
same as for the direct form. This is perhaps a reasonable
expectation given that the two forms could be reduced to the same
difference equation.
PROGRAM 10
function [ x , n , f a ] =hal ( theta , w2nml , w2n )
% function [x,n, fa] =hal( theta, w2nml,w2n)
% theta in degrees
%
% State-Variable form of Digital Sinewave Oscillator
%
After Hal Chamberlin, Musical Applications of
%
Microprocessors, Hayden (1985) pg . 529
%
7.
2cos(theta)-2
%
7.
7.

I
SUM ---- (win)
I

z

1

I

--I

1
-1

wlnml

I
1
1
1

>SUM ---- <w2n)-"
I

1
1
1

I

1

I
z

-1

1 w2nml

B. I lutchins

Spring 1995

fd-theta/360;
theta=theta*(pi/180) ;
g=(2*cos(theta)-2);
w2=w2n;
wl=round(w2n*( 2*cos( theta)-! ) )-w2nml;
w20=w2;
Wl0=wl;

{ equ (25) of text }

for m=l: 10000
w2zml=w2;
wlzml=wl;
w2=w2zmH-wlzral ;
wl=round(w2*g)+wlzml;
x(m)«w2;
if (wl==wlO & w2==w20)
n=m
break
else end
end
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x=[x(length(x)-l),x(length(x)),x(l:(length(x)-2))];
figure(1}
mx^maxtabstx));
if mx>10; mx=round(1.l*mx);end
if mx<=10; mx=mx+l;end
implot(x)
axis([0,n+l,-mx mx]);
pause
wl=[x, x(l)];
w2=[x(2:length(x)), x(l),x(2)];
figure(2)
plot(wl,w2)
axis([-mx mx -mx mx]);
hold;
if n<50; plot(wl,w2,'o'); end
hold off;
pause
s=(abs(fft(x)));
figure(3)
lp=round(length*x)72+2)
lpp=0:lp-l;
implottIpp,s(1:lp))
hold;
k=fd*n;
[y,index]=max(s(l:lp));
y=y/2;
plot(k,y,'x')
hold off;
fa=(((index-l)/n)/fd)
As mentioned above, one of the quantization problems associated
with digital oscillators was the quantization of available oscillator
frequencies that is a consequence of the quantization of network
coefficients. Because we have found the state-variable-form to so
far behave like direct-form, we might well inquire about the
corresponding frequency quantization problem.
Recall that in direct form the Al coefficient was given as:
Al = 2 cos(6)

(33)

e = cos-MAl/2)

(34)

f = (fe/2u) cos-MAl/2)

(35)

or
or

where -2 < Al < +2.
Equally spaced choices of Al in the range of -2
to +2 give a very course quantization of frequencies around -2 and
around +2. Fig. 8a shows frequencies assuming fa = 8000 Hz and Al is
quantized to intervals of 0.05. In this case, the lowest non-zero
frequency available is something like 285 Hz. Of course, in a more
realistic case, the quantization of Al would not be this large, but
Fig. 8a nonetheless shows the nature of the problem.
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State-variable-form is quite similar in that the path
coefficient g is given as:

so that

g = 2 cos(0) - 2

(36)

9 = cos-1 [ (g+2) / 2 ]

(37)

f = (fs/2Tt>

(38)

Clearly this is just a translation of the findings for Al by -2, and
the corresponding frequency as a function of quantized g is shown in
Fig. 8b. There seems to be no improvement.
However, it is interesting to note that low frequencies are here
(state-variable case) related to values of g that are close to zero,
rather than to values of Al that are close to +2 (direct-form). This
might be important because in a floating-point context, we can get
much closer to 0 than we can to +2. For example, assume a floating
point format of the form O.ddd x 10V. The closest we can get to +2
(without being 2) in this format is 0.199 x 101, a difference of
0.01. However, with the same format we could approach 0 with
something like 0.100 x 10~10 (limited only by the negative limit on
Y). In theory, this can yield much lower frequencies.
All this makes perfectly good sense if we recognize that g in
the state-variable form effectively controls the gain of the
integrators in the loop. If g is very small, it would seem that we
could have very slow integrators, and very low frequencies. However,
note that if g is too small. the oscillator will stall. This is
because the contribution of the input (w0) to the first integrator is
summed with the delayed output (feedback) to produce w±. Because the
mantissa of a floating-point number has a finite wordlength, the sum
of a large floating-point number (feedback) and a small floatingpoint number (w0) may be just the larger number, effectively making g
= 0. More study in this area is indicated.
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3-

EXAMPLES

The examples shown here are all produced using the MATLAB
simulator OSC.M for the direct-form oscillator.
These will
illustrate the general nature of the sequences involved and thereby
set a basis for additional study of different limitations and
different structures.
Example A is a case where we set the angle to 10", so we might
expect to end up with a sinusoidal sequence consisting of 36 samples
for each full cycle. Indeed, this is what we do seem to get for this
example.
Note that we have started the sequence so that it has its
two initial samples at 22 and 30.
The sequence is periodic with
period 36, so that following the last sample {13 here) the sequence
repeats with 22, 30, 37, ... all over again.
In addition to looking at the sequence, we will find it useful
to look at the phase plane (a plot of consecutive states one against
the other) and at the spectrum as represented by the magnitude of the
DFT of the sequence. [The DFT used is length 36, but we need plot
only the first half plus one extra point.]
In this case, the phase
plane is just what we would expect (a discrete form of a Lissajous
figure, in fact) for the ID" difference between samples. From the
spectrum we see that most all of the spectral energy resides at the
fundamental, but there is harmonic distortion here as well. We can
see from the sequence itself that the upper and lower lobes are not
balanced exactly, and this is reflected in a small dc component (at
0) in the spectrum. There are also small amounts of the odd
harmonics 3, 5, ... etc.
Harmonic distortion of this general nature
is much what we would expect from quantization alone.
Superimposed
on the spectrum is an "x" that represents the desired frequency of
the sine wave. In this case, the actual frequency is the expected
frequency corresponding to 10° since we did get 36 samples in a
complete cycle.
Example B again shows a case where the angle is set to 10°.
Here a different set of initial conditions was used, however. The
initial state was set so that the first two terms of the sequence
were 20 and 30 for Example B {instead of the 22 and 30 that we used
in Example A).
In general terms, this might seem to be situation
where we might well expect only a change of amplitude and phase, but
not much else different should happen.
In fact, we do get a sinewave-like sequence that has a slightly
greater amplitude, as we expect since we have chosen a greater
increment, 10=30-20, between the initial samples instead of 8=30-22.
What we do not expect is that now we only have 35 samples in the
sequence instead of 36. This means that the frequency is
significantly higher (36/35=1.0286) as compared to the frequency we
expect based on our choice of a separation angle of 10°. This may or
may not be important, depending on the application. The spectrum is
similar to Example A, except here, the major component (representing
the actual frequency achieved) is not exactly on (it's ever so
slightly to the right of) the desired frequency (as represented by
the x).
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Example C shows a case where we again use the 10° desired phase
advance and here we use a starting state of 23 and 30 (compare 22 and
30 in A and 20 and 30 in B). In this case, we again do not get the
desired 36 samples per cycle, but rather 38 samples . Here the
frequency we end up with is (36/38=0.9494) or about 5% lower that we
were trying to achieve based on setting the separation angle.
In examples D and E, we use a separation angle of 30° so that we
hope for 12 samples per cycle. In example D, this is exactly what we
do get, and the resulting frequency is exactly what we expect,
Example E on the other hand uses an initial state of 24 and 30 (as
compared to 20 and 30 in Example D). In Examples A-C, we saw a
difference in the total number of samples as a result of the choice
of initial state. In Example E, something quite different happens.
Recall that our program has been written not to search out one
full cycle of a sinewave, but to search out a complete cycle of
whatever sequence we happen to generate. In this case, the sequence
does not "hook up" after the first cycle of the sinewave. In fact,
it takes a full 13 cycles, a full 154 samples, before the sequence
links up.
Thirteen cycles at 12 samples per cycle should have come
out to 156 samples, so this, like Examples B and C, gives the wrong
frequency.
Also, the periodicity of the samples in consecutive
sinewave samples is gone.
In addition to Example E having a more cluttered sequence plot,
we see that the phase plot is more complex. Both in fact reflect
some amplitude variations from sinewave cycle to cycle.

expected 12 samples per cycle. This we did get in Example D, but not
exactly in Example E . In example F , we have chosen a separation
angle of 31° rather than 30°.
With this angle, we would not expect
the sequence to repeat after one full sinusoidal cycle . In fact, we
could calculate that after n samples we would complete k sinewave
cycles if:
(39)
n-31 = k-360
or

n/k = 360/31

(40)

Since the fraction 360/31 does not reduce, we use the solution n=360
and k=31. That is, after 360 samples we get 31 full sinewave cycles.
The actual result is seen in the figure. We get 58 samples and 5
full sinewave cycles .
What has happened in this Example F is that the full sequence
has been "shorted" by the quantization. In fact, we easily see that
58 samples separated by 31° is a total of 1798°, just 2° short of
1800" which would be 5 full cycles. Note that here the frequency is
slightly high (fa=1.0011) due to the "short".
In contrast to
Example E where a sequence fails to hook up after one sinewave cycle
(infinite precision), Example F, in effect, hooks up too early.
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Example G can be compared with Example E. In both these cases,
we were expecting relatively few samples per cycle, 12 in Example E,
and 10 in Example G. In both cases, the sequence fails to hook up
after the first sinewave cycle, and extends further, with associated
amplitude fluctuations. (Here there is only an upper "sideband".)
The difference is that in this Example G, the repetition frequency
comes out perfect. There are 90 samples in the sequence, for nine
full cycles of 10 samples per cycle. Thus it is not necessary that
the sequence close after one full sinewave cycle in order for the
actual frequency to come out as the desired frequency. On the other
hand, the severe amplitude variations (and corresponding strong
spectral component at 10) is an indication that the oscillation is
not particularly pure.
In Examples H and I we return to using a separation angle of
310 , as we had in Example F. These two examples, like Example F, do
not go through the full 31 cycles of the sinewave before the sequence
closes. In fact, Example H goes through only two cycles in 23
samples for a total of 713° as compared to the 720° of two full
cycles, and Example I goes through four cycles in 46 samples, for a
total of 1426° instead of the 1440° required for four full cycles.
Both of these have the same actual frequency, which is 1.0098 times
the desired frequency. We note that the one which closes after two
sinewave cycles has an amplitude of about 8, as compared to the one
that closes after four cycles, which has an amplitude of about 20.
The lower amplitude corresponds to more severe quantization, and thus
to a stronger pull to closure of the sequence. That is, with the
more severe quantization, there are fewer possible states, and much
more chance of again achieving the original state.
Another point of
interest is seen in the phase plane, where Example H shows two cycles
alternating in amplitude, while Example I shows about 3.5 cycles at
one amplitude, and about 1.5 cycles at a higher amplitude.
Example J is an important case. We find a sinusoidal sequence
of 12 samples. This was first obtained by using a separation angle
of 30°, as we might expect. The actual frequency is exactly the
desired frequency. The "twist" here is that we can obtain the exact
same sequence by using a separation angle of 3I0, with the exact same
initial conditions. That is, the two frequencies are pulled together.
Put another way, we find that the two different values of the Al
coefficient, 2cos(0), result in the exact same samples once rounding
is taken into account, for this particular set of initial conditions.
Examples K and L involve a modification to the program OSC.M so
that the AO coefficient is not always -1, but is rather a fourth
input parameter (see captions for these two examples). In our
theory, it was required that AO be exactly -1 in order to put the
poles exactly on the unit circle. However, we can make an
interesting argument that suggests otherwise. Note that what is fed
to the top of the delay line is the output of a summer which has two
inputs.
One of these inputs is the product of Al and w±, which is
subj ect to some roundof f error. This error of course carries over to
the output of the summer. Now, how does the network "know" that the
error, for any one sample, is associated with the multiplication by
Al and not by the multiplication by AO?
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This suggests that AO does not have to be exactly -1, and that
we will rely on roundoff to somehow pull the coefficient back, at
least on average. Examples K and L show that this can occur, over a
very limited range, with a consequence that the length of the
sequence, and the corresponding frequency, will change.
This is a
very sensitive function of AO. In Example K, the AO coefficient is
changed from -1 to -1.003, and the frequency goes up by about 6%. On
the other hand, example L shows that when AO is changed from -1 to
-0.9955 that the frequency is low by about 12%. The table below
gives additional data for the same conditions, except for changes in
AO.
TABLE 1
Frequency is a Sensitive Function of AO
(30° separation angle, start at 22, 30)

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
43
44

No stable oscillators could be found outside the range of AO covered
by Table 1, and curiously, a sequence length of 42 just could not be
coaxed out, even carrying AO to several more decimal places between
sequence lengths of 41 and 43. Otherwise, we see a smooth variation
of fa with AO. But note that the relationship is extremely
sensitive: in Table 1, a total change of 0.85% in AO results in a
total change of 24% in frequency.
We can however understand the trend in the change of frequency
as a function of AO, and in a way that reiterates the point made just
above about how the network could not "know" which of the two
feedback paths contributed to the round-off error. Suppose that the
frequency is, relative to the sampling rate, low. This is true for
our present purposes here where the separation angle is 30°. This
would mean that Wi and WE are, relatively speaking, not too much
different, and Al is positive for low frequencies. Now, if AO is
negative in excess of -1, in the summation (w*.Al + we.AO), Al is
effectively reduced, so the angle 6 = cos~l(Al/2) is increased, and
the frequency goes up. This is the trend we observe in Table 1.
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4.

DESIGN CONSEQUENCES OF STUDY

Above we have looked at some interesting data and drawn some
partial conclusions. To some extent, these ideas relate to
increasing our understanding of what is going on in various digital
oscillators. However, we need to spend some effort on spelling out
the consequences of these finding as far as actual design is
concerned.
k.1

Avoiding Coupled Form

Possibly the most obvious implication for design is that we
should probably stick to the direct-form as being the most familiar
and the most reliable. State-variable-form seems to perform equally
as well, but is possibly less desirable just because it is less
familiar. Coupled-form, on the other hand, should probably be
avoided since it often does not work at all, has transient problems,
and even when it does maintain a sustained oscillation sequence, this
can still be subject to frequency and amplitude errors relative to
the initial state. This rejection is further predicated on the fact
that alternative quadrature oscillator methods are readily available
with direct form [4,5].
4-2

Problems with Phase sr Frequency Errors

A less obvious, but possibly more important conclusion is a
caution with respect to trying to maintain a preset phase
relationship between two different oscillators. This, after all, was
the original epiphanic manifestation of the problem of exact
frequency depending at times on initial state [7], Fig. Ic was our
initial exposure to such frequency discrepancies in this report.
A more complete example will perhaps be useful here. Suppose we
propose to use direct form, and to realize two oscillators in
quadrature by setting initial states. We will use OSC.M for the
design study. Suppose we have arrived at 31° as an appropriate
separation angle for the frequency we want.
We will start the sine
oscillators according to the MATLAB command:
[x,n,fa]=osc(31,0,105)
This gives a sequence
for 13 full cycles of
frequency is slightly
in most applications,
is only when we bring
careful.

length of n=151 and a corresponding .fa=0.9998,
the sinewave in the sequence. Note that the
wrong, even in this single oscillator, but that
this tiny error would be inconsequential. It
on a second oscillator that we have to be more

Here the corresponding cosine oscillator would have a pea
ut 204. The second state would be this peak multiplied by
(31*=*) or about 175. We look at this oscillator using:
tx,n,fa]=osc(31,204,175)
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What we find in this case is that we again get n=151 and fa=0.9998.
The lesson here is that this can work, subject to chance, and we can
not let any one success lull us into supposing that it must always
work. Here, even though the frequencies are slightly wrong, they are
both identical, and the initial phase relationship is maintained.
A second example will show the contrary case. Here we choose a
separation angle of 32". Using the same initial conditions for the
sine oscillator as for the first example, we have:
[x,n,fa]=osc(32,0,105)
which gives a sequence length of 165k and fa=0.9998, or 147 sinewave
cycles <-1654-32/360). The peak of this oscillation is about 198, so
we would set up the corresponding cosine oscillator with a second
state of 198-cos(32°) * 168. The cosine oscillator is thus
investigated as:
[x,n,fa]=osc(32,198,168)
which gives n=45 and fa=l. This is four full cycles (45-32/360).
Here the two oscillators have slightly different frequencies, one
being exactly 1 and the other being 0.9998. Again, this would likely
not matter were it not for the fact that we are supposing here that
the phase relationship must be maintained at 90°. Clearly this can
not happen since the frequencies are not exactly the same. It is
actually easy to see that even this seemingly small difference can
rapidly accumulate so that the two oscillators wonder in and out of
phase on a time scale that is very significant for ordinary
frequencies.
We might propose to blame this difficulty on the fact that the
amplitudes here are small and we are using fixed point, so
quantisation is severe. Others might suspect that larger amplitudes
could result in smaller errors, and the problems would simply be
delayed. For example, instead of wondering in and out of phase every
minute or so, we might find only, say, a 5° phase shift in 24 hours
(one manifestation of the proverbial "time bomb").
Table 2 shows some data on sequence length as a function of
initial state. Here we used the assembly language program OSC.ASM in
order to take advantage of the speed of the hardware. In the top
portion of the table we show W01 running from 5 to 500, and a
corresponding general trend of increasing sequence length. This is
expected, and although we have not computed the actual frequencies,
we expect that where errors exist (some sequences, short or long, can
give fa=l as we have seen), that they get smaller with increasing
sequence length.
However, it is easy to see from the bottom portion of the table,
where W01 runs from 997 to 1030, that the sequence length is
irregular even where the initial state W01 changes only slightly.
There is structure however. Note the pairings of sequence lengths
that occur in close combination, but not usually for consecutive
values of W01. All this remains unexplained.
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OSC.M
W01

Sequence Length
Hejit
Decimal

5
10
20
30
50
100
200

9
35
7d
lid
126

b2
4de

125
285
294
178
1246

333

2107
305c

8455
12380

500
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030

121d
c8d
45fc
2fbc
253c
39c8
45fc
4180
bdb

45fc
2f 5a
19c3
16fb

Multiple Occurrences
of Same Length

9
53

4637
3213
17916
12220
9532
147 92
17916
16768
14792
3035
17916
12122

<
<
<

1
1
1
1
1
1

<
<
<

|
t

5883

1

19c3
2f 5a
1060

12122

<

3762
3762

14178
14178

<
<

1
1

<
<~

1

<

1
1

1060
59

243a
359c
efc
243a
232f

89

b2

9274
13724
3836
9274
9007
4904
178

2866
25ee

10342
9710

1328

3 59c

2005
332d

1
|

8197
13101
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What we do find is that the sequence always closes in practice,
even for large amplitudes (we argued this earlier). Further, the
errors are irregular.
This suggest that frequency errors of the
type we have investigated will always be a potential problem with
fixed-point. The flip side is that we can also find cases where the
oscillators are exactly locked into the same sequence, forever.
fc.3 Problems CaT-rving Over to Floating Point
This brings us to floating-point. Direct-form floating-point
oscillators work just fine individually. What about in pairs? Well,
experimentally, we have found that they still work. That is, we have
been unable to devise and run any practical experiments that shows
the same frequency error problems that we had with fixed point. This
does not mean that problems are not there - just that they may be
harder to find.
This situation with regard to floating-point versus fixed-point
is similar to other fixed- versus floating-point issues. It must be
recognized that floating point is not a general step in the direction
of infinite precision. If we were to add more and more bits to a
fixed-point situation, we would in fact be moving in the direction of
infinite precision. What floating-point actually is is a fixed-point
mantissa combined with a fixed-point exponent. What we gain is
dynamic range, not precision (except to the extent that the mantissa
may incidentally have more bits relative to a fixed-point case to
which we happen to be comparing).
One thing that clearly happens when we switch to floating-point
is that quantization is less of a problem. With fixed-point, we
could make quantisation severe simply by making the signal smaller
and smaller. With floating-point, as we make the signal smaller, the
mantissa may decrease at first, but soon the exponent will change
size and the full precision will return to the mantissa. This means
that truncations and roundings are, at least with individual samples,
minor.
We can liken the case of the floating-point mantissa to the case
of fixed-point where the signal size is large. In that case, we
found generally longer sequences, and smaller, but often non-zero,
frequency errors. We can take the view that floating-point is
subject to the same sequence locking - it is just the case that we
must also check the exponent as well as the mantissa.
The problem is that we have difficulty observing this sequence
locking with floating-point. We can use a program similar to OSC.ASM
modified for floating-point. We can get very rapid sequence locking
in at least two special case (separation angle 60° so that Al=l and
n=6; and separation angle 45° so that Al=0 and n=i), and this serves
to verify that the program is correctly written. However, other
cases can run overnight (30 million samples running at 8 kHz
sampling, say) and not lock. This is mainly a consequence of the
large number of bits in the mantissa, however.
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A test that is less exact than the type of "trap" program
suggested above is to program two oscillators, set them running out
of phase (90" is a good choice), add them, and watch the output. The
two will initially add so that the amplitude is V2 times the
amplitude of either one. If the frequencies differ ever so slightly,
the amplitude will slowly drift between 2 and 0. This is a very
convincing test because we see the problem actually happening.
However, this test does not work if the two frequencies are both
wrong, but the same wrong value (above we had two frequencies that
were 0.9998). With fixed-point, we may see amplitude variations on a
time scale of seconds or of minutes, while with floating-point, we
see no changes "overnight."
The idea for testing for errors that become apparent "overnight"
at ordinary sampling rates is useful because this might be typical of
the conditions under which a good number of devices would be required
to maintain accuracy before being reset in a "power cycle."
Typical
of this time scale are car trips, television watching, and phone
calls, for example.
However, we may also need to consider devices which may be in
service for longer periods of time without reset. To examine this
there seems to be no better way than to run the DSP chip in an
accelerated mode - by removing the output loop.
A program such as
OSC.ASM, modified for floating-point, and used with the "simulator"
option (i.e., BR PROCESS) at the bottom can be employed. [At the
final trap, T BR T, an additional command can be used to load a code
number into a register. Periodically, we stop the program and look
for this.
Also, we can count the number of iterations with nested
loops,]
This results in the TMS320C30 running something like
400,000 samples each second {instead of 8000). In this case we do
find sequence locking on an "overnight" time scale (about 3 hours as
it turns out}.
Table 3 shows some example results. We have tried to look in a
few of the "corners" as well as look at a range of Al and a range of
starting states.
That is, some of the more untypical results are
perhaps overrepresented in proportion to their likely occurances.
Surprisingly, except for the trivial short sequences (length 4 and
length 6), and a couple of lengths of about 100,000, all of the
sequences are of a much longer length of about four billion; which we
note immediately are all very close to a particular special number:
23S = 4,294,967,296
That is, in our limited trials, most sequences are greater than 2S=
(one is less) but only differ from 2as by at most about 1/2%.
Since we are working with a mantissa of 32 bits, if it were the
case that all sequences were of length of exactly 23e, we might be on
to something that is easy to understand.
Rather, the fact that most
are generally longer than 23IK, and only slightly longer, and not all
the samg. suggests that a relatively subtle explanation will likely
be required.
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TABLE 3
Sequence Lengths for Floating-Point Digital Oscillators
Al

WOO

W01

Sequence Length

Excess of 2"'
=4.294. 967.296

-1 .555

0

5

4

,296, 542 ,960

1,575 ,664

-0 555

0

5

4

,295, 156 ,210

188 ,914

-0 ,555

1

5

4

,295, 156 ,210

188 ,914

-0 555

1.111

5.222

4, 296, 156 ,210

188 ,914

0

0

0, 01

0

5

1
1. 2

0

5

6

-

0

5

101 ,495

-

5

4

4

,297, 634 ,794

-

2,667 ,498

1, 2333

0

5

4

,295, 215 ,112

247 ,816

1. 3333
1 5

0

5

4

,296, 333 ,070

1,365 ,774

0

5

1. 5

1.1111

4

5.1111

,295, 512 ,704

545 ,408

4, 295, 231 ,352

264 ,056

1. 7320508

0

4

,312, 208 ,099

17,240 ,803

1, 777

1.220

5.777

4, 295, 628 ,480

661 ,184

1, 7 7 /

1.221

5.777

4, 295, 646 ,958

679 ,662

1. 777

1.222

5.777

4, 295, 610 ,002

642 ,706

5

1. 99

0

5

1. 99

0.111

5.111

4, 294, 978 ,388

11 ,092

1. 99

1.111

5.333

4, 294, 957 ,097

-10 ,199

85 ,164
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It would be nice to explain this issue of sequence length in a
plausible way at this point, and a number of reasonable possibilities
are at hand. Yet none of these seem to be associated with a testable
hypothesis at the present time, and we must leave this as an open
question for the present report.
Further, note that the completion of one full sequence is not
the same thing as having a significant frequency or phase error. In
general, we might expect to go through many (hundreds, thousands or
more) such sequences to see any effect. This could conceivably
exceed the life of the equipment.
Yet these type of calculations
are difficult to perform, test, and evaluate.

it. k

A Safe Design Procedure

One seemingly safe design procedure might be to restrict
ourselves to fixed-point where we can calculate errors and allow for
them when necessary. For example, we could set up one oscillator and
run its entire sequence, Note that if we then use any two
consecutive samples of this sequence to start an identical
oscillator, we will get the same sequence, shifted in phase. The
frequency may be slightly wrong, but it will be the same wrong
frequency for both oscillators, and they will track forever.
For example, we might look for starting samples for a second
oscillator that are about 45° into the sequence, if this is the phase

In cases where the sequence links up after only one, or perhaps
only relatively few cycles, we may find it difficult or impossible to
find an acceptable entry point into the sequence for the phase
relationship desired.
In such a case, we would likely find it
useful to change the initial state slightly to try to coax out a
longer overall sequence with more possibilities. One can envision
design programs that would search out solutions within certain error
specifications.
While sequences that link up after many sinusoidal cycles offer
possible advantages in setting a more precise phase, we need to also
keep in mind that such sequences were often accompanied by amplitude
jitter (recall examples E - I).
Similar procedures are possible with floating point. However,
probably the most important caution with floating point would be to
actually test the oscillator pairings in long runs (accelerated if
possible! to determine if small frequency variations are present and
if these will manifest themselves as objectionable phase drift.
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